Cookie Items

**Money Pouch**
Zippered pouch to hold money, paperwork and more
Item 75163  **$8**

**Car Magnet 12” x 12”**
Sticks to steel, including car doors made of steel.
Item 75353  **$5**

**Make your own Cookie Costume**
Materials for 2 Cookie costumes only sissors and glue needed.
Item 70299  **$15.95**

**Adult Achievement**
Program volunteer #44003
Cookie parent #44002  **$5 ea.**
Cookie expert #44001

**Cookie Mom Hat**
Available in 3 colors: grey, lavender & blue. Adjustable.
Item 191031  **$19.95**

**Cookie Dad Hat**
Trucker hat in Navy with white mesh back. Adjustable.
Item 191030  **$19.95**

**Cookie Fun Patches**
Cookie Boss #5160
Cookie Goal #5162
Cookie Diva #5461
$1.50 each

**Cookie Fun Patches**
Volunteer #58566
Keep Calm #58646
Chasing Dreams #58756
$1.50 each

**2021 Cookie Fun Patches**
Sew on.
Cookie Weekend #57187
Digital Cookie #57190
$1.50 each
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**Cookie Pin 3”**
Let everyone know you are selling cookies!
Item 11699  $2

**2 sided mask - youth**
Reversible - cookies on one side, puppies on the other. Filter pocket.
Item 11701  $16

**2 sided mask - adult**
Reversible - cookies on one side, tie-dye on the other. Filter pocket
Item 11702  $16

**Cookie Lanyard**
All I want in life are Girl Scout Cookies” 1” x 33”.
Item 15690  $8

**Cookie Tote Bag**
Holds 16 boxes of cookies or lots of other goodies. 16 x 11 x 8.
Item 11194  $3.95

**S’mores Necklace**
PVC charm on 15” satin cord.
Item 12835  $14

**S’mores Earrings**
Surgical steel wires backs, PVC charms.
Item 12830  $10

**GS Cookie Earrings**
Surgical steel wires backs, PVC charms.
Item 12829  $10

**Cookie Boss Keyring**
PVC keyring. Limited quantities available
Item 11229  $7
Cookie Items

**Cookie Cart**
Holds 36 boxes. 2 pockets, clear panel on one side.
Item 11698  **$39**

**Yard Sign with stake**
Add URL to promote online sales.
Weather proof 24” x 16” sign
Item 75181  **$10**

**Tablecloth - 2 sizes**
100% polyester.
Square 60 x 60 #75170  **$18**
Rectangle 72 x 108 #75166  **$22**

**Hand Held Sign**
8” diameter, 2 sided sign.
Wood handle
Item 75180  **$4**

**RollaBanna - 2 sided**
Double sided. Extends to 27” x 9.5”, 10.25” x 2.75” closed.
Item 75186  **$7**

**Banner**
36”x20.5”, outdoor use
Grommets in each corner.
Item 75183  **$22**

**Thank you notes**
20 notes/envelopes per box.
3.5x5” cards, Blank inside.
Item 75187  **$15**

**Post It Notes**
Adhesive sticky notes.
6”x4”, 50 sheets per pad.
Item 75182  **$9**

**Half Apron**
100% cotton canvas with 2 pockets. One size fits most.
Item 11694  **$15**